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ABSTRACT

This research aims to develop a GDLC game development life cycle that focuses on the core stages of software development process. This GDLC proposal consists of 4 stages, namely Pre-Production, Production, Testing, and Release. This proposed GDLC is expected to provide adaptive but consistent guidance for game project design. These conditions are suitable for small-scale game development teams, with small project scales, and short work periods (under 1 year).

Pre-Production functions as the initial stage for creating the basis game design for the project linearly. Production, which is carried out using the Scrum approach, is the stage of video game development based on that previously made design. The Testing phase ensures the quality of the game through overall game testing. Lastly, the Release phase includes completing documentation for post-release planning.

This GDLC was designed by summarizing the core stages of various existing GDLCs and SDLCs related to multimedia software development. Scrum is implemented per stage, with iteration loops starting and finishing within that stage. However, in general, this GDLC is linear. This GDLC is validated with a case study of an actual video game development to ensure its efficiency in helping game developers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the dynamic and rapidly evolving realm of video game development, the need for streamlined and efficient methodologies has become increasingly paramount. The success of a game hinges not only on its creative brilliance and engaging gameplay but also on the structured and systematic approach taken during its development lifecycle. This paper introduces the "Short Game Development Life Cycle" (Short GDLC), a novel methodology tailored to be adaptable for the challenges faced by contemporary game developers in creating high-quality games within tight schedules, while also giving the developers a consistent format.

Semi Agile GDLC is designed to encapsulate the essential phases of game development while adhering to Agile principles, promoting adaptability, collaboration, and iterative improvement. This framework recognizes the need to balance creative exploration with structured planning, ensuring that the development process is both efficient and effective.

In this paper, we will delve into the intricacies of the Short GDLC, breaking down its phases and elucidating how it aligns with industry best practices. From the conceptualization of game ideas in the Pre-Production phase to the iterative development cycles of the Production phase, and the comprehensive testing and thoughtful release strategies, the Short GDLC offers a comprehensive approach to game creation.
We will discuss how the Short GDLC addresses the unique challenges game developers face, including managing timelines, adapting to design iterations, and maintaining a commitment to producing exceptional quality games. By embracing this methodology, developers can navigate the complex landscape of game development more effectively and efficiently, ultimately delivering games that captivate players and resonate within the competitive gaming industry.

In the subsequent sections, we will delve into the specific phases of the Short GDLC, examining each step's methodologies, benefits, and potential for fostering innovation. Furthermore, we will explore how this approach complements existing game development paradigms and positions itself as a versatile framework for a wide range of game projects.

2. METHOD

To create this GDLC, we must first analyze the essence of what is GDLC and what kind of stages it generally has, to create an initial untested model for the base of this research. Various GDLCs (and some general Software Development Lifecycles) are gathered, analyzed, and compared to each other, to determine the core stages needed for a GDLC to exist. Then we determine which stages need to be consistent and which ones needed to be adaptable to changes. Scrum is then implemented to those stages that needed to be adaptable.

The next step is to validate and fine tune the initial untested GDLC model. It is validated with a case study of actual game development using the said initial model. The differences between stages that are dictated by the initial model and the reality of the game development workflow are noted and used for fine tuning this GDLC. Changes according to the notes resulted in a final GDLC model that hopefully can accommodate developers to make a game.

Figure 1. Overview of Prediction Modeling

2.1. Definition of Game Development Life Cycle

Video games have multidisciplinary characteristics. The process of making it include a team with different function from a different study, such as the study of story design, informatics, audio design, visual design, and other kinds of it [1]. In other words, the development process of a video game cannot be done with just one mindset.

The inspiration for constructing a GDLC comes from many things. One can get it from another existing GDLC, and another can get it from a methodology that is not set for game development. There is not a single one (software package management, that is the game engine and its libraries) that can fully track and provide the perfect development process of a game, thus it’s hard to recommend only one of them [2].

There are 4 core roles or divisions in a game development team, which are production, design, art, and programming [3]. The whole team is led by the leader of the production division, which is the producer. Each division can be divided into other specific sub-divisions according to the development needs. For example, the designer division can be divided into level designer, story writer, mechanic designer, and other things. With each role or division having its own sets of sub-roles or sub-divisions, a team needs to have those 4 main divisions, or at least have team members that can play the roles above.

According to Heather Maxwell Chandler in his book, “The Game Production Toolbox”, there is a need for milestones set for making a video game. These milestones can have a broad and labile definition. An “alpha” stage for one development team can be defined as a “beta” stage for the other team. But the purpose of these milestones is the same, that is to be the stopping point for decision making. This decision can be expanded or limited to the development of the game, erase, or add a feature, or change the work schedule of the team.

1. **Prototype**
   A product that only focuses on the core mechanics, in the simplest form. The prototype’s purpose is to give the general direction of the development, and test which mechanics work or not in the case of gameplay.

2. **Vertical Slice / Pre-Alpha**
   Is the more complete version of a prototype. Vertical slice is a “finished” product assembled from the development, that is not fully tested yet but already has the visual and core aspects of the game. Placeholders that are used in the prototype have been replaced by proper assets.

3. **Alpha**
   Is the first stage of a complete product. The main mechanic of the game has been implemented, and the main features that are targeted for the final release version of the game have been reached. The existence of an alpha-stage product means the development process has reached its midpoint.

4. **Beta**
   Beta is a more stable version of alpha. In this milestone, the development goal shifted from “creating features and bug fixing” to “polishing an already existing feature”.

5. **MVP**
   Or (Minimal Viable Product) is the technically finished version of a game product. This version can be shipped as a proper video game product on its own, but it can be improved more.

6. **Release**
   Is the complete version of MVP, and the game product is ready to be released to the market.

7. **Post Release**
   Is the milestone after the game has been released. It’s optional, but these days many game developers tend to do it.

2.2. Analysis On Existing GDLCs

There are many various steps from various methodologies that are presented in a variety of GDLCs. Some GDLCs give solutions to specific problems and conditions. Some extend their’ uses to all kinds of scenarios, with various steps and milestones. But at the heart of its core, all GDLC lies a concise yet
comprehensive framework, elegantly capturing the key stages that underpin successful game creation, and that focuses on the software engineering of a game.

2.2.1. Steps in Various GDLCs

Among those various GDLCs that have been mentioned before are Arnold Hendrick’s GDLC, Doopler’s Interactive, Ramadan & Widyani’s GDLC, and Heater Chandler’s GDLC. For a more valid reason, those four GDLCs will also be compared to two general SDLCs (Software Development Life Cycle) that are known to be popular for game development.

Each step in each lifecycle is described and then categorized into 4 phases or stages, namely the "initiation" stage (yellow), "work process" (blue), "testing" (green), and the "final" stage (red). This is done to facilitate concluding the elaboration of various steps. Some steps that are iterative or agile are marked with a border on its cell. Some important points that can be drawn from the comparison above are:

1. Every lifecycle has its own version of “Pre-Production”, with some splitting it into many steps, while others just combine it into one phase of initiation.
2. There’s always a “Testing” phase before its release.
3. The general phases are in line with the typical software development life cycle.

2.2.2. GDLC’s Core Step

Each step in each lifecycle has been broken down and analyzed. The stages are now combined based on the similarity of their meaning and regrouped into one “general” set of steps, a core of steps that every GDLC is based on. Those steps are:

1. Pre-Production
   The initial stages of game-making. It consists of creating a basic concept and design, creating a work plan, and ending with a prototype.

2. Production
   The stage consisted of the actual development work. It is here where the concept and design are translated into assets and features. This phase ends with a complete but untested game.

3. Testing
   The testing, in this case, is to test the already-made game. It consists of playing the game from the beginning to the end, noting everything that needs to be improved, and fixing those issues.

4. Release
   It’s the final phase that consists of document completion and the publication of the already-tested game.
2.2.3. Applying the Scrum Approach

Scrum is one of the most popular approaches in agile methodology. It consists of 3 internal roles that work in sprints to ensure the production is consistent but adaptive in many unforeseeable circumstances. The role consists of the product owner, the scrum master, and the team member who works for the development [4]. The rules are made into many points:

1. The team must have qualities of collective commitment and a self-organizing mindset.
2. The whole development is based on a product backlog that is made by the product owner.
3. The development is being done in sprints. Sprint is a set of iterative work in a set of time (usually one or two weeks).
4. Daily meetings are held each day in a sprint to discuss yesterday’s actual progress, today’s intended progress, and the potential obstacles that may come. That daily meeting is called daily scrum.
5. Scrum master ensures the flow of a sprint. He/she will hold meetings with the team at the beginning and the end of a sprint. The meeting at the beginning of a sprint is held to discuss which tasks are planned to be worked on in the current sprint. The first meeting at the end is called sprint review and is held to discuss which task is being done, changed, or dropped. The second one is called sprint retrospective and is held to review the team’s performance in that sprint.

The rules of scrum above are compatible with the flow and rules of a game development team. Those rules can be combined along with the roles. From the analysis of it can be extracted a simple conclusion that:

1. The roles of scrum can be implemented in the role of a game development team.
   a. The producer (head of the production team) alongside external clients (if any) can be assigned the role of product owner. It is stated so because, in game development, the producer is the one who has the initial idea of the game and is the one who lists the tasks needed to be done for the game to be completed.
   b. For the role of scrum master, it must be someone who comes from the production division that someone can be the producer itself, but better if it’s someone else. If it falls to someone other than the producer, then that someone can be marked as a product manager.
   c. The other divisions will be assigned to the role of scrum team members since they are the ones who will do the actual development work.

2. Since it was stated above that the producer is the one who takes the role of a product owner, then he or she will be the one who creates the backlog for the project. It can be done by:
   a. Creating an initial GDD (Game Design Document) for core concept and design.
   b. List the features needed for that concept.
   c. List the tasks needed to make those features in a backlog document.

3. The tasks can be done by the team members in sprints. The sprints are managed by someone in the production team (the product manager) as a sprint master, and they will follow the scrum rules that are listed above.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By the analysis of the various theories above, the first version of a GDLC can be created. It consists of four stages that will be done in a semi-agile approach.

3.1. Initial Version of The Proposed GDLC

What it means as semi-agile is, that the whole four stages will be done linearly like a waterfall, but each stage has sub-stages that will be done in a scrum-like agile approach. The initial pre-validation version of the proposed GDLC consists of:

1. Pre-Production
   It’s the first stage that focuses on creating a backlog and initial GDD. Initially, it has 2 proposed sub-stages, which are the initiation and material collecting sub-stages.
   a. In the initiation sub-stage, the production division and the design division will create the initial concept for the basis of the backlog and if possible, create a prototype.
   b. In the material collecting sub-stage, the team will create basic assets for the basis of the next production stage, creating a vertical slice build.

2. Production
The team then will keep expanding the features created in the previous stage, in a scrum-like agile manner, to make an initial alpha build. The team works on the tasks that are listed in the backlog. The flow of working a task is: create the feature, check, or test the quality of that feature (QA test), and if it’s good then integrate it into the game. Those tasks and features are worked in sets of sprints, following the rules that are mentioned above.

3. Testing

It’s the stage of validating the whole game. Not to be confused with the QA test of each feature, this stage consists of playing the whole build of the game (playtest), listing everything that is wrong or needs improvement, listing a set of tasks to fix those issues in a testing backlog, and then working those tasks in an agile manner like the ones in the previous stage. This stage can be done repeatedly as much as the team needs it, but is separated into 2 kinds:

a. Alpha testing

It’s the kind of testing that focuses on fixing issues. Usually, the playtest is done internally by a QA division. But if the team has no QA division (because of the lack of workforce) then everyone in the team can test it, with a QA document made by the designer division. Each iteration of alpha testing will create a version of the alpha build, but the last iteration of it will create the initial beta build.

b. Beta testing

It’s the kind of testing that focuses on improving the features that have already been made. The playtest can be done externally by potential players or internally by the team like alpha testing. Each iteration of beta testing will create a version of the beta build, but the last iteration of it will create an MVP (minimal viable product) build.

4. Release

It’s the final stage that consists of marketing, hype building, and document finalization on each division. The design and production division must finish the GDD, the programmer must finish the TDD (Technical Design Document), and the artists must finish the ADD (Art Design Document) or Art Bible. If there is a need for improvement to the MVP build, it must be done in a quick and simple manner, to not break the already existing features. Only then the game can be released to the public as a release build.
3.2.1. Project Description

The initial plan to create this “Mindverse” serious game is to lay out tasks and work on them sequentially. There are 15 tasks initially created to make this serious game, which consists of:

A. Pre-Production
   1. Requirement and Analysis
   2. Technical Preparation
   3. Design UI/UX

B. Production
   4. Game Feature: Create and move orb nodes.
   5. Game Feature: Save the game.
   8. Game Feature: Save file sharing.
   9. Game Feature: Attach and detach node.
   11. Game Feature: Attach and detach node to a spatial space.

C. Testing (Task 14)

D. Release
   15. Documentation completion and user manuals.

The project was intended to be worked from November 2022 to March 2023. The Pre-Production and Release stage is planned to be done linearly, while Production and Testing will be done using Scrum approach.

3.2.2. Executing The Initial Model of GDLC

There is many unplanned rescheduling, redesigning, and common hindrances in the time of development. This is not to say that this research in making a GDLC failed. Rather, the difference that is of the development process will significantly tune the stages of this GDLC more to suit its users. Overall, most changes come from the Production and Testing phase, and the actual time length spans from November 2022 to the start of July 2023.

1. Pre-Production

There is little to say in this stage, as the work schedule and the reality of the development process run similarly, other than half of task 4 is included in this stage. No rescheduling or changes happened, and the 4 tasks were done sequentially as planned, with the producer creating a backlog for the next stage.

```
Pre-Production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>November</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Week -&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 1  Requirement & Analysis
Task 2  Technical Preparation
Task 3  Design UI/UX
Task 4  Create & Move Orb (with Gesture)
```

Figure 6. Pre-Production Stage of The Study Case.

2. Production

Most changes are happening inside of this stage. The changes happen mainly because of mechanical redesign and changes in priorities. The features themselves weren’t made sequentially as planned, and there are a lot of backtracks that happened because one change on one feature affects the other. The actual workflow in these stages is listed in the table below.
As described above, many tasks are being rescheduled because of decision-making of priorities. For example, the feature “save and load game” was supposed to be done after “create and move orb”, but instead rescheduled to 3 sprints after it. There are also many new features included in the development process that are not in the initial design. Lastly, there are some redesigns and bugs in the already existing features, which make the timeline postponed even more.

3. Testing

The testing stage was initially planned to have one iteration. But in the reality of the development process, it was done 3 times. Two of the first iteration was more focused on fixing known issues, while the last iteration focused on polishing the already existing features.

4. Release

The final stage consists of updating the documentation. As mentioned, before there were many design changes in the process of development, so the documentation needs to be changed accordingly as well. After that, comes the final meeting to end the project and deliver the program to its owner. It was done in the first week of July 2023.

3.2.3. The Final Version of The Proposed GDLC

From the analysis of the core stages of a GDLC, and the validation of it by a case study, a new version of the GDLC is created. The final version of the proposed GDLC is intended to answer the research question: is there any GLDC that is suitable for a small video game project that is being developed by a small team (consisting of only 4 core divisions or roles: production, game design, programmer, and artists), abnormal way of working (like remote working for example), and short development timeframe (less than 1 year)? To answer that question, the GDLC needed to be adaptable, and only provide the core and necessary steps without complicating the process. The GDLC needs to be “straight to the point” in giving direction, but at the same time adaptable for changes that may come in the development process. The proposed GDLC is shown in the figure below.
Again, like the previous version, this GLDC works in a semi-agile approach. What that means (as stated previously) is that the 4 main stages are being done linearly like a waterfall, but each sub-stage (in the production and testing phase) is being done in a scrum-like agile manner. These sub-stages are being done with sprints as the basis of the working process.

![Diagram of the proposed GDLC model]

Figure 8. The Final Post-Validation Version of The Proposed GDLC Model.

3.2.3.1. Pre-Production
The Pre-Production phase is the first phase and is done linearly. It is the planning and brainstorming stage before you start building anything. It’s where the production and design division designs what the game is going to be about, how it will look, and how it will work. It serves as the foundational stage wherein fundamental concepts are conceived, designs are formulated, comprehensive plans are crafted, and prototype models are constructed. At its core, the Pre-Production phase encompasses several sub-phases:

1. Concept
This initial step involves the general concept and theme that defines the game. It is during this stage that the production and the designer division (mainly) identify the central premise, gameplay mechanics, and target audience, art requirements, culminating in a conceptual framework that defines the essence of the game. To identify all of that listed above, the team must take inspiration from other media. These inspirations may come from another video game or not (such as movies, books, and other kinds of media).

After all of that has been identified, the art and programming division can determine the technical requirements and art requirements for this project. What software should be used to make the assets, what programming language and game engine are suited for the kind of this game’s project, and which assets need to be made in-house or imported. Every technical need will be written in a TDD (Technical Design Document) draft, and art needs will be written in an ADD (Art Design Document).
Document) draft. Then the game designer (or the division that is responsible for it) creates a GDD draft to document the concept or base game design that has been decided upon.

2. Design
Design, in this context, pertains to the visual and interactive blueprint of the game. Developers conceptualize the expansion of the core mechanics that are defined in the Concept sub-phase, characters, environments, user interfaces, and overall aesthetics. In short, the core concept is being expanded into many features, and the process for making those features is being expanded into many tasks. Those tasks are then collected into a document (usually called “backlog”) and grouped into some milestones that will be worked on step by step.

3. Planning
It’s the sub-phase where the team designs the planning of the actual work. The team then decides on how to work on the already planned milestones and makes a work schedule/timeline document. This creates a production backlog. Of course, this document is only an estimation, and a changing schedule must be expected, but it’s good to anticipate and plan ahead.

The team then needs to allocate human resources, as in assigning who will work on which task. The team also needs to create a plan for what kind of sprint in the “production” phase, and the meetings that come with it. What will be done at the beginning of a sprint, is there any huddle, will the huddle be done daily, how long does one sprint last (usually one or two weeks per sprint), QA format on each task done, and so on, and so on. These tasks can also be done at the beginning of each sprint, but again, it’s good to plan ahead.

4. Prototyping
The last sub-phase is to make a prototype. Like what’s been already explained before, a prototype is a product that only focuses on the core mechanics, in the simplest form. You don’t need to have a detailed plan, working ethics, or even resources. The goal is “as long as the prototype is assembled and can be played” to the point of covering all the initial concepts, even if the product is a mess. Its sole existence is to give a simple but clear image of what will the actual product be like.

3.2.3.2. Production
The Production phase is the step where the actual work and assembly of the game take place. It’s where the tasks, defined during the Pre-Production phase, are worked on in an agile manner. By adapting scrum, the tasks are being done in many sprints, each working according to the schedule made in the timeline document. The production phase embraces iterative development cycles that empower developers to adapt, collaborate, and efficiently bring the envisioned game to fruition.

1. Production Planning
Before doing the actual development, planning needs to be made to ensure a smooth workflow, because there might be a change that needs to be made after making the prototype. Lists of the total tasks, which is the production backlog (or simply just the backlog), along with their details such as who will do it and when it will be worked on may be reviewed again. Of course, the completion status of one or more tasks might be dependent on other tasks. Thus, the team must determine the progression needs, which consist of (but are not limited to) which task has a lower or higher priority, which tasks need to be done together or in parallel with each other, and which tasks need to be done after a certain task is done. For a clear decision to be made, the team needs to check the existing schedule, because there might be a change (and sometimes, a major one) in the timeline. This “progression needs” may be written in a new document, added to the backlog note, or added to the GDD. After the progression need is determined, the team can then list the tasks to one or more sprints once again and update the working schedule.

In short, this sub-phase is the review of planning made in the Pre-Production phase. The team may realize some development needs that are not being thought of before making the prototype. The view on which task should be prioritized may change depending on how the process of making the prototype took place. In some cases, there might be some tasks being removed completely from the document, as its feature may be deemed not fit for the game.

2. Sprints
During this sub-phase, the team will work in a relatively short and iterative development cycle, known as sprints, to work on a previously set task and implement the planned features. At the beginning of a sprint, the team needs to check the current sprint’s task(s) and its needs, the last
sprint’s progression notes, and design changes that are decided on the last sprint (if any). From these 3 points, the team can determine if there’s a need for change in the working timeline, and if there’s a need for adaptation in task work for this sprint.

If everything is already decided, then the team can proceed to do the task assigned to them individually, a process of feature assembly. If in a sprint the task is completed, then the features that are created from that task need to be tested for its quality assurance, an in-sprint QA test that focuses on testing one specific feature. If the feature meets the quality requirements, then it will be integrated into the game. If it’s not, or there’s a design change, then the workers (either programmers or artists) need to fix it and meet the QA requirements before integrating it. If the task itself is not done in the intended sprint or time, then that lateness needs to be noted so there’s a change in the working timeline.

Everything that’s been done, especially if it’s something that has not been planned before, must be noted to determine how the next sprint will be worked on. The sprints will be done in a loop according to the sprint design that has been decided in the Pre-Production phase. But usually, a proper sprint has:

- A sprint planning on every start of a sprint, that discusses the preparation of that sprint.
- Daily huddle, a small meeting at the start of a working day, on a sprint, to discuss what will be done on that day.
- Daily progression report, to report what has been done on that day.
- A sprint retrospective at every end of a sprint, that discusses the actual work of that sprint, what’s being done on schedule or not, and changes (if any).

In each change and progress, GDD, TDD, and ADD need to be updated according to the actual activity.

3. Post-Production Review

In this sub-phase, the development of the video game is technically done. The team then will do a pre-alpha review. It is done by reviewing which tasks are completed or dropped, which features have been changed from the initial design or being done exactly from it, and the overall design change of the video game. Although the team needs to be optimistic, it is wise to predict issues that may or may not appear in-game. All of that can be noted into one document, creating a pre-testing document out of it.

3.2.3.3. Testing

The Testing phase in this GDLC is to ensure the game works properly and is fun to play before it’s released. It consists of giving the game a thorough check-up to find and fix any problems or issues with an agile methodology approach. There are 2 kinds of testing, alpha testing (which focuses on fixing and stabilizing issues), and beta testing (which focuses on polishing already-working features). Alpha testing(s) needed to be done first for a team to proceed with beta testing.

1. Pre-Testing

Since there’s a technically complete build of a game after the production phase is finished, the first thing the testers (either the actual development team or a selected player candidates outside of it) need to do is to play the whole game accordingly. Play it as if the game has already been released. Then, note every issue, every bug, every glitch, and every feature that feels unpolished. From that list of issues, the team can create a list of ‘fixing tasks’. Combine that with the pre-testing document (that was created in the previous phase), the team can determine the timeline to fix the issues and create a QA document. The document must include a list of features to be fixed or polished, which is the testing backlog.

2. Sprints of Feature Fixing and Polishing

It is the same sub-step as a sprint in the production phase. The difference is, that instead of creating a feature, the team fixes and improves features that are listed in the “fixing tasks” backlog. The features are fixed, checked’ quality assurance, and reintegrated into the game, or dropped off completely from it.

3. Post-Testing Review

It is pretty much the same as a post-production review, only this time the team is reviewing a game that’s already been more polished than before. The team needs to decide, to either call it done and release the game, or another testing iteration is needed. If there’s a need for another testing.
then the team must decide the type of testing (alpha or beta), and who will be the ones that play the game (internally inside the team or external feedback). If not, then the team and the video game can move on to the final phase.

### 3.2.3.4. Release

This final phase consists of publishing the video game, finalizing the documentation, and post-release planning (if any, but these days it’s likely). The team must finalize the document as best as possible, as these documents are the bridge that connects the minds of the players and the team.

1. **Document completion**

   In this stage, ensure that all necessary documents are thoroughly completed and ready for reference. Every change, even the working schedule, needed to be documented according to the reality of the development. This documentation can be a precious reverence for another development or this game’s post-release planning.

   - **Game Design Document (GDD):**
     - Review and update the GDD to reflect any changes made during development.
     - Ensure that the GDD accurately describes the game's mechanics, features, and objectives.
   - **Technical Design Document (TDD):**
     - Revise and finalize the TDD to document the technical aspects of the game's development.
     - Include information about architecture, programming techniques, and technology used.
   - **Art Design Document (ADD):**
     - Complete the Art Document with detailed information about visual assets, art style, and guidelines.
     - Include asset lists, concept art, character designs, and any relevant artistic references.

2. **Post-Release Plans**

   In this stage, focus on tasks related to launching the game and planning for the period after release:

   - **README.txt File:**
     - Create a README file that briefly overviews the game, installation instructions, system requirements, and known issues.
   - **User Guide Manual (if needed):**
     - Develop a user guide explaining gameplay mechanics, controls, and complex features.
     - Include troubleshooting tips and commonly asked questions.
     - But, these days, the functionality of this manual has already been covered by in-game tutorials.
   - **Post-Release Planning:**
     - Identify strategies for post-release support, updates, and potential expansions. Redo the whole GDLC if needed.
     - Plan how to address user feedback, bug reports, and suggestions for improvements.
     - Establish a timeline for updates and prioritize features based on user demand and the completed documentation.

   If everything above has been completed, the team can now release the game. Normally, a game developer team launches the game by publicizing it in an online store based on the chosen platform, followed by or after a game trailer to hype up the market. But some types of games have just been given as is to a contracted user, usually a serious game. But no matter the type of release, it is crucial to communicate with the users following the launch. Their feedback is the backbone of pre-release planning. Monitor the flow of hype to ensure the launch of the game's reputation is as successful as possible.

### 4. CONCLUSION

There are 4 phases of game development, according to this GDLC. Those phases are Pre-Production, Production, Testing, and Release. The Pre-production and Release phases are done linearly, while the Production and Testing phases are done with an agile approach. The agile approach itself was adapted or implemented with Scrum. Those 4 phases consist of tasks needed to be done by a team that has at least 3 divisions, which are the game design division, the programmer division, and the artists division.
Although arguably a team needs to look at the business and marketing side of a game publishing activity, it is these 4 phases and those 3 divisions that made the core of software engineering in video game development. This GDLC in a broad sense implements a semi agile approach with Scrum as the agile part of it. As a whole, 4 stages are being done linearly like waterfall, but each stage has its own way of doing it. As described above, Production and Testing phases are done with an agile Scrum approach. The iteration loop only happens from the start to the finish of each stage. Those 2 stages also have their own backlog, and sprint rules based on the initiation meetings agreement. The Scrum aspect is implemented this way because only those 2 stages needed to be adaptable to changes, while the other 2 (pre-production and release stages) need to be consistent in its working process.

To further polish this GDLC, it is necessary to keep using this lifecycle in actual game development. The comparison of the actual process of creating a game and the steps provided in this GDLC will determine if the lifecycle can accurately help a team or if further methodology polishing is needed.
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